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Abstract Submission Form 

Thank you for submitting your abstract for the 2017 AHS Symposium. Please complete all 
sections of this form; note that we reserve the right to edit for clarity and space requirements. 

Contact Info 

First Name:  __________________________________________________________________  

Last Name:  ___________________________________________________________________  

Title:  ________________________________________________________________________  

Organization / Company:  _______________________________________________________  

Cell Phone:  ___________________________________________________________________  

E-mail:  ______________________________________________________________________  

About Your Presentation 

Title (12 words max):  ___________________________________________________________  

Summary (25 words max; for the program booklet):  __________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

Abstract (400 words max; provide sufficient detail to allow us to evaluate your proposed topic; 
this will be posted on the Symposium web site): 
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About You 

Biography (100 words max; to be read by the moderator before your presentation):  

 


	First Name: BARNEY
	Last Name: POPKIN
	Title: WATER-RESOURCES CONSULTANT
	Organization  Company: 
	Cell Phone: 415.515.2024
	Email: bppopkin@yahoo.com
	Title 12 words max: Fractured hard-rock groundwater significantly differs from porous media
	Summary 25 words max for the program booklet: Fractured groundwater is controlled 
	1: more by recharge and Manning's equation in fractures and faults rather than by porous-media 
	2: storage and Darcy's law.
	bio: Mr. Popkin has a University of Arizona Hydrology MS, New York University Geology AB, and training through the University of California at Berkeley, USGS and New Mexico Tech. He has been a practicing hydrologist for over 40 years and has explored for, developed and managed groundwater mostly in porous media in over 30 countries and several U.S. regions. A former USGS Hydrologist who inadvertently discovered a huge fresh porous-media groundwater source for Houston, Mr. Popkin  moved the Red Sea in Eritrea decades later to assure a sustainable bank-filtered water supply for a large commercial shrimp, hallophyte and honey farm. He has worked in carbonate hydrology in Texas, Pennsylvania, Hawaii and Sonora.
	Abstract: Fractured hard-rock groundwater resources have unique features compared to porous-media groundwater resources. Groundwater in fractured hard rocks is challenging to find because faults and fractures, dissolution cavities, caves and caverns may be visibly hidden from the surface and buried by soil, debris and vegetation and borings are often dry and don’t encounter groundwater, while groundwater in porous media is generally wide-spread and readily encountered by random drilling. Groundwater storage in fractured hard rocks is very small and limited compared to porous media because porosities of hard rocks are generally orders of magnitude lower than porous media. Groundwater flow in fractured hard rocks is controlled by flow within the rock faults and fractures which is high-rate Manning-flow and not through the rocks themselves which is slow-rate Darcian. Short-term specific capacity and aquifer tests may not be very meaningful in fractured hard-rock aquifers because the fractures may be unconnected and localized and will be drained if pumping is longer, while short-term tests often are very predictive of long-term pumping in porous media. Recharge to and groundwater flow direction and magnitude in fractured hard-rock aquifers is extremely difficult to monitor, model and predict, while these are relatively easy to quantify in porous media. Techniques to assist exploration, development, monitoring and management of fractured hard-rock aquifers include: surface and subsurface mapping and geophysical surveys of lithology, fault, and fractures, caves and caverns; tracer and dye studies, including from intentional and accident tracers (petroleum and chemical spills); well stimulation; under-reaming of open holes; and monitoring of well drawdown and yield. 


